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Chapter 3 
 

The relation between hierarchy and taste:  
The ranking of items 

 
 
Yes, this [her musical preferences] is also a bit elitist, isn’t it? God, my preference is indeed 
highly elitist then, haha! 
(Yme, UMF2) 
 
Well, that’s the same list but exactly the other way round. Low is me, haha! 
(Jeroen, LYM3) 

 
These are two opposite responses to my question to rank cards with musical items in a 
hierarchical order, i.e., from ‘high’ to ‘low culture’. Both respondents had first ranked the 
cards according to their personal taste and started to rethink the order of the cards for the 
follow-up question. Yme, a 64-year-old retired manager in social work, then realised that 
her taste ranking closely resembles the cultural hierarchy that she perceives. From the 
nineteen items she knew, she preferred the classical composers Bach, Mozart and Vivaldi 
most and Pink Floyd, Ella Fitzgerald and André Hazes least. The only change she made in 
the second ranking was moving Fitzgerald up seven positions. Although her hierarchy 
only partially resembles the mean hierarchy of all respondents, she is a perfect example of 
higher educated middle-aged and older people who personally prefer what they perceive 
as high culture and who dislike low culture. 
 The second example, on the other hand – 25-year-old driver Jeroen – had ranked 
the composers at the bottom of his list of preference, alongside country singer Dolly 
Parton. His list was headed by pop singers Norah Jones and Céline Dion as well as trance 
DJ Tiësto. When I asked for his high–low ranking, he realised that this implied an opposite 
order. Eventually, he did not reverse his taste ranking completely – in his hierarchy 
classical pop/rock bands Rolling Stones, ABBA and Beatles are ranked at the top 
(followed by classical music) and contemporary pop items Metallica, Britney Spears and 
50 Cent at the bottom – but his large rearrangements and his remarkable comment ‘low is 
me’ are typical for lower educated young respondents who perceive their own taste as low 
on the status ladder. 
 These two examples illustrate, first, how people distinguish hierarchical perception 
from personal taste and, second, that they have – more or less – the same idea of what 
counts as high and low. Hence, the card ranking assignment with which I concluded each 
interview is a good way to unravel the differences people perceive between their own taste 
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and their hierarchical perception. Furthermore, it can expose an average perceived cultural 
hierarchy, which goes further than the simple high–low dichotomy that many scholars on 
cultural taste use a priori. Finally, factors that influence deviations between individual 
hierarchies can be determined. The rationale behind this novel method and the selection of 
thirty items have been explained in chapter 2. This chapter will discuss the results of these 
rankings and its implications. Although I focus on statistics, I will illustrate the numbers 
with some illuminating quotes. The actual logic behind people’s hierarchies and behind 
their definitions of high and low culture will be discussed in chapter 7. 

The chapter begins with a critical discussion of the actual practice of the ranking 
assignment. It shows that the final rankings are sometimes the result of a kind of 
negotiation between interviewer and respondent, although these do not influence the 
results to a large degree. Processes like these are often ignored in reports on sociological 
(particularly quantitative) research. After this introduction, the quantitative analysis starts 
with a section on the diverging knowledge level of the different items, which puts the 
rankings in perspective. Next, I present the average cultural hierarchy that the respondents 
perceived, compared to the average taste ranking. I will show that the consensus on this 
hierarchy is surprisingly high, particularly on both ends of the ladder. However, I will also 
explore and explain the mechanisms behind variations between hierarchies. Systematic 
comparison with the taste rankings learns that the cultural hierarchy that most people 
perceive closely resembles the taste ranking of older and higher educated people, as the 
examples above already suggest. This ‘dominant’ hierarchy persists in people’s 
perception, despite many claims of the blurring of boundaries.  
 
 

Puzzles, negotiations, and refusals: The ranking in practice 
 
The request to rank cards was a pleasant surprise to the majority of my respondents. Many 
of them saw it as a game or a puzzle and spent quite some time ordering the cards, 
thinking things over, and rearranging them after a thorough look. Some were glad to get 
the opportunity to speak about their own taste, such as Peter (LMM1). On disliking Marco 
Borsato, he said: ‘Many people won’t agree with me, but that’s fine, now I can do it by 
myself and they can’t comment.’ Many responded to the names in an impulsive way 
(Michiel (UMM1) about Norah Jones: ‘She is terrible, disgusting! Can I put her on 
number 50?’), and many extensively explained the motivation of their rankings. 
Furthermore, the second ranking assignment, perception of hierarchy, led to careful 
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rearrangements, which indicates that many people experience a difference between their 
taste and their hierarchical perception.108 

Despite these enthusiastic and conscientious responses, people also met some 
difficulties. In this section, I show that some of these problems could easily be solved, but 
that other problems might have influenced the nature of the rankings. These difficulties led 
to additional explanations on my behalf, sometimes negotiations between me and the 
respondents, and finally some non-response. 

A minority of people had problems with the taste ranking, because their taste 
varies over time or depends on their mood. Others complained that their real favourites 
were not included, so they had to place an item on top that they ‘also like’. Some said that 
certain genres, such as classical music and rock, are incomparable. Items were sometimes 
considered as ambiguous: André Hazes was disliked by some who did prefer one or two 
particular songs, which led to doubts on the exact ranking. Furthermore, the single 
representatives of certain genres caused dilemmas: when you like dance music, but not the 
only dance act in the pile, Tiësto, where to put him? Maria (HMF3) for instance, a devotee 
of piano music, does not like Wibi Soerjadi nor Glenn Gould: ‘Why of all pianists did you 
choose those two, what gave you that idea?’ She positioned both in the lower half of her 
ranking. A hip hop fan on the other hand, Richard (LYM5), placed 50 Cent on number 2 
as a representative of this genre, even though he did not like this particular rapper. 

The taste ranking, however, was relatively easy compared to the hierarchy ranking. 
As said in chapter 2, I initially phrased this question in terms of status, but due to 
incomprehension and misunderstandings, I soon rephrased it into the distinction between 
high and low culture. Respondents often referred to the definition they had given in the 
open interview question on these concepts. Louis (UMM4) for instance had defined ‘high 
culture’ as ‘what readers of [quality newspaper] NRC Handelsblad* give three stars’, and 
as a result ranked the cards with the same logic. André Rieu ended up in the lower half of 
his ranking, because he ‘is in the world of NRC completely not done109.’  

However, some people did not know these concepts. Michiel (UMM1) heard ‘this 
term for the first time’, Didi (LMF4) found it a ‘strange description’, Noortje (UYF4) 
concluded that she is ‘apparently not familiar with this subject’, and Richard (LYM5) 
stated that ‘culture is for everyone’. In these cases I sometimes returned to the phrasing 
with ‘status’, which more than once resulted in a certain understanding after all. Two 
people ranked the cards according to their ‘cultural’ value, hence equating the high/low-
distinction with ‘culture’ or ‘no culture’. Nineteen respondents who are not familiar with 
the concept speculated about its meaning. Some of them only started guessing when they 
heard the second term, ‘low culture’, so they can see the distinction. Jeroen (LYM3) for 

                                                            
108 Half of the respondents were asked to rank the cards on a hierarchical order first, and to their personal 
taste second. This led to similar rearrangements. 
109 In Dutch, he used the word fout, which will be explained in chapter 4. 
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108 Half of the respondents were asked to rank the cards on a hierarchical order first, and to their personal 
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instance speculated about stupid TV shows versus the talk show De Wereld Draait Door*, 
for the ‘highly learned’.110 The music these ‘highly learned’ like is ‘something with the 
violin’. With Cora (LYF5) the question on high culture led to the following dialogue: 
 

High culture? To be honest I have never heard of it. I know culture, but not high culture. 
Yeah, or ‘culture with a capital C’, ‘art with a capital A’111, these kinds of things. 
OK, yes OK, er... what image do I have? I’m thinking of people who are very knowledgeable 
about these things, and very specific art. Mmm... Haha, I can’t say anything better about it! 
And for example the concept ‘low culture’? 
OK [pronounced as if she suddenly gets it] (...) But do you mean a section of the population? 
No no no, more, for example within music or within art: is there something which is 
regarded as high culture – regardless of whether you agree – and what’s regarded as 
low culture? 
OK, er, well, I think indeed things like Jan Smit* [she had mentioned him before, when 
discussing her dislikes], that kind, that that’s low culture. And er, in music... well, perhaps 
certain composers, from classical music, that that’s high culture, I can imagine. Yes, haha! 
So I can make the distinction. 
Yes, exactly, but the concepts in itself, those are new, so to speak. 
Yes, to be honest I’d never heard of it. 

 
The adjectives ‘high’ and ‘low’ remind people of hierarchies in general, so they can 
speculate that high and low culture might be related to the higher and lower strata in 
society. Most of them know more or less what cultural taste people in these different strata 
have, as the previous interview question on the bank manager and the bricklayer showed. 
But, in daily life, they never think about these matters; they just like what they like, and 
are not bothered with what others might think of it, let alone what higher educated people 
would think. Their definitions of and opinions on high and low culture are only triggered 
by the interview setting.  

Dialogues such as the quote above can be seen as a kind of negotiation between 
interviewer and respondent. Sometimes this went a little further, when different 
understandings were exchanged. When people, for instance, knew the concepts high and 
low culture but did not agree with them (because they held an egalitarian view), I asked 
them to rank the cards anyway according to what they think is perceived as such in 
society. But, ‘society’ appeared to be an ambiguous concept too: some for instance 
interpreted it as the taste of the majority. Once or twice I even cautiously interfered people 
while they were ranking, when I saw that the ranking did not correspond with the 
respondent’s previously given definition of the concepts (for example when classical 
music was suddenly ranked at the bottom, although s/he had defined this before as high 
culture). I had to make sure that the respondents understood what I meant, but I did not 

                                                            
110 Literal translation of hooggeleerden, which could also be translated with ‘professors’ or ‘erudite people’. 
111 The Dutch expression (‘Kunst met een grote K’) is more common than it is in English. 
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want to influence their rankings too much. This is a delicate matter. It might appear as if I 
let people reproduce my own predetermined view, but my main aim was to let the 
rankings correspond in broad lines with their previous answer on high and low culture, in 
order to observe how they produce this ranking in more detail.112  

Taste and hierarchy rankings might also influence each other. As said in chapter 2, 
half of the respondents were asked the hierarchy ranking question first and the taste 
question second. Some of these respondents found it hard to keep their personal taste out 
of this hierarchy, but they were often aware of this intermingling: ‘What you like yourself, 
you put higher anyway’ (Sandra, HYF1), ‘I have the inclination to lay the things that I 
myself really hate at the bottom’ (Inge, UYF3). Some others, especially older respondents 
with a high education, were surprised about the taste ranking question, as they already 
ranked it according to their taste when I asked for their hierarchical perception: ‘I do it, 
self-willed as I am, and headstrong as I am, according to what I think of it. Not because 
someone else says so’ (Ton, HMM4). Although the two rankings often indeed influenced 
each other113, with most respondents the differences between taste and hierarchy were 
large enough for me to conclude that they were able to distinguish the two. 

Negotiations also took place in order to let respondents rank the cards in a long line 
rather than in small groups. Stephan (HYM1) for instance initially wanted to produce three 
groups: 

 
I would say: high, medium, low, can I do that? Or do you want a better ranking? 
It doesn’t have to be one long row, but a little more differentiation would be nice. 
Yeah OK, but small groups are allowed, aren’t they? 
Yes that’s fine with me. [silence] And if you could perhaps, within a small group, a little 
bit… 
You do want them in one row. 

 
The respondents who produced small groups could be included in analysis by coding mean 
scores for each group of cards (e.g. the upper three items placed in one group gives a mean 
of 2 for each item).  

However, four people were only able to distribute the items into two or three large 
groups. These were not included in the quantitative analysis.114 This was one of the three 
main causes of non-response in the ranking assignment. A second cause of non-response 
consisted of physical and other difficulties with particularly older respondents, such as bad 
                                                            
112 Below we will see that I was not entirely consistent with interfering or not interfering. However, both the 
number of deviant hierarchies and the number of interferences are very small. 
113 Taste and hierarchy rankings of most items are significantly correlated. This correlation is strongest (over 
0.70) with the less known items Gould, Radiohead, and Coltrane. It is not clear whether these high 
correlations mean the two rankings influenced each other, or whether the majority like what they call high 
culture and dislike low culture. The order in which the two questions were asked hardly influenced the 
average rankings. 
114 Except for multiple correspondence analysis, for which I used ordinal variables of three values. 
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sight, trembling, or fatigue at the end of a long interview. Some of them did not rank any 
cards, others did it only on taste. Finally, and most importantly, some people did not 
understand the concepts high and low culture at all, or simply refused this assignment. 
They said that taste is individual, or that they could only judge for themselves, rather than 
‘decide’ what the view in society is. In ’t Veld-Langeveld (1958: 57-58) reported similar 
problems with the ranking of occupations, particularly among respondents who are 
situated on the lower half of the status ladder (as perceived by the majority) themselves. 

These missing cases led to a non-response number of five for the taste ranking and 
thirteen for the perception of hierarchy.115 The thirteen people who did not produce a 
hierarchical ranking are equally distributed over the education groups and sexes, but older 
people (born before 1945) are overrepresented in this group. This has to be accounted for 
in the analysis, particularly when the two rankings are compared. 
 
 

Ignorance and faking: The knowledge of items 
 
Before turning to an analysis of people’s taste and hierarchy rankings, we should take a 
look at people’s knowledge of the different items. If, for instance, people from different 
educational levels appreciate a certain item in the same way, it might still be possible that 
far more higher educated than lower educated people actually know this item. 
Furthermore, strong correlations between certain variables and items that few people know 
are statistically less significant. In this section I investigate which items are more known 
than others and whether this knowledge level is related to people’s age, level of education 
or gender.  

The number of cards that people ranked ranged from all 30 to only 12, with a mean 
of 23.4, and a standard deviation of 3.9.116 In table 3.1 the items are ordered by the number 
of people that know it. The right column contains the number of people who mentioned 
the names spontaneously during the open part of the interview (i.e., before the cards 
appeared on the table), whether in a positive way or not. 

Table 3.1 shows that eight items are known to all respondents, and another six to at 
least eighty. These include all four Dutch language singers, all classical composers except 
Schönberg, and all classic pop/rock bands except Pink Floyd. Only four items, excluding 
non-existent Pirakovich, are known to less than half of the sample. 

 

                                                            
115 76 respondents did both rankings. 
116 Knowledge is operationalised as including an item in the taste ranking. However, a few respondents used 
slightly more cards for their perceived hierarchy than for their taste ranking, as they thought they needed less 
knowledge to judge the former. Some, for instance, perceived Schönberg as high culture, without actually 
knowing any music of this composer. In this section, this is labeled as ‘not known’. 
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Table 3.1. Number of people that rank the items according to their taste, and number of 
people that mentioned the items spontaneously in the interview. 

 
number of people 
that ranked item 

(n = 85) 

number of people 
that mentioned item

spontaneously 
(n = 90) 

The Beatles  85  37
André Hazes  85  37
W.A. Mozart  85  30
J.S. Bach  85  27
Marco Borsato  85  23
Frans Bauer  85  21
André Rieu  85  18
Ramses Shaffy  85  6
Rolling Stones  84  32
Johann Strauss Jr  84  7
ABBA  83  12
Wibi Soerjadi  82  2
A. Vivaldi  81  5
Jacques Brel  80  4
Dolly Parton  72  2
Pink Floyd  71  4
Britney Spears  70  3
Ella Fitzgerald  69  3
Céline Dion  68  4
Aretha Franklin  66  0
Tiësto  63  5
Metallica  57  3
Norah Jones  53  3
John Coltrane  45  2
50 Cent  43  0
A. Schönberg  41  2
Radiohead  35  2
Glenn Gould  33  0
Tori Amos  26  1
J. Pirakovich  5  N/A
 

In the right column one can see that many of these well-known items are often 
mentioned spontaneously as well. Of the ten most frequently mentioned names in the 
interviews, eight had been selected for the ranking assignment a priori. The two other 
names that I had not selected are composer Ludwig van Beethoven and Dutch language 
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sight, trembling, or fatigue at the end of a long interview. Some of them did not rank any 
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115 76 respondents did both rankings. 
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knowledge to judge the former. Some, for instance, perceived Schönberg as high culture, without actually 
knowing any music of this composer. In this section, this is labeled as ‘not known’. 
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Table 3.1. Number of people that rank the items according to their taste, and number of 
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singer Jan Smit, both mentioned 23 times. Only three of the names on the cards are never 
mentioned spontaneously.  

The number of items people know correlates negatively with age: Pearson’s r is -
0.57 (significant with p < .01). People born before 1945 know on average 20.1 items, 
whereas people born after 1965 know 25.3 items. This may be counter-intuitive, but it is 
mainly due to the large number of popular music items in the set. Almost everyone knows 
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and ABBA, but most other pop and rock items are less 
well-known among the oldest group. Further down the table the middle-aged group drops 
out as well: contemporary artists 50 Cent, Radiohead and Tori Amos are almost 
exclusively known by the youngest respondents. Many middle-aged and older respondents 
even reacted surprised when they read the name 50 Cent. They pronounced it in Dutch 
(‘vijftig cent’) and asked me what this card was doing there. On the other hand, it is 
striking how many older people do know the names Britney Spears and Tiësto – probably 
due to wide media coverage – though without knowing exactly what they do. Lydia 
(LOF1) called Spears a ‘model’, and Ria (HOF1) asked me: ‘Did she make music too? I 
thought she was only known for doing strange things all the time.’ Tiësto is widely known 
for being an internationally successful Dutch DJ117, but many older and middle-aged 
respondents associate this profession with nothing more than playing other ones’ records: 
‘He doesn’t make music himself, does he?’ (Hillie, HOF4). They thus wondered why he 
was included. Some items, on the other hand, are better known among the older and 
middle-aged respondents: jazz musicians Ella Fitzgerald and John Coltrane (middle-
aged118), and classical music figures Arnold Schönberg and Glenn Gould (old and middle-
aged119).  

Level of education does not have an effect on the number of cards people know. 
However, the four items that are known by the fewest people (the connoisseurs) – 
Schönberg, Radiohead, Glenn Gould, and Tori Amos – are better known among the higher 
educated.120 Gender does not play a role in the level of knowledge; Céline Dion is the only 
item that is more known among women.121 

Of course, it is possible that people exaggerate their knowledge. When a name 
sounds familiar, one might be inclined to include the item in the ranking, though maybe 
not in a top or bottom position. This is, probably, particularly the case with classical 
music, often perceived as music one should know, which people might include to avoid 
embarrassment towards the interviewer. It is striking how many people include the four 

                                                            
117 Several older respondents pronounced it as DG (deegee rather than deejay). 
118 Cramér’s V is .36 (p < .01) and .28 (p < .05) respectively, when age is coded in three categories. 
119 Kendall’s tau-c is .41 and .31 respectively (p < .01). Jacques Brel is slightly more known among older 
people as well (Kendall’s tau-c is .12; p < .05). 
120 Kendall’s tau-c is .27, .23, .35, and .22 respectively (p < .05; for Gould p < .01). Education was coded 
with three values. 
121 Cramér’s V is .22 (p < .05). 
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main composers in their rankings; Bach and Mozart are even known by everyone. 
However, this does not mean they can all distinguish them from each other. Many 
respondents have a basic idea of and opinion on classical music and thus lump the 
composers together (often keeping the alphabetical order of the pile), in the lower half of 
their taste ranking and at the top of the hierarchy. This probably happened far less with 
other musical genres: people who know what hip hop sounds like but who have never 
heard of 50 Cent did not include this item in their ranking. Sometimes people also 
confused artists with others. Rudolf (UOM1), for example, praised Dolly Parton for her 
song Stay with your man, which does not exist. He was probably thinking of Stand by your 
man by her fellow country singer Tammy Wynette. 

I tested the ‘faking’ of knowledge by means of the fictitious item Pirakovich, 
whose name – as intended – reminded people of a Russian composer or pianist. Eighty 
people honestly excluded him from their list; only five thought or pretended that his name 
sounded familiar. Three of them ranked him somewhere between the real composers, 
whether as likes or dislikes. Only one of them ranked all thirty cards, which means that the 
other four did exclude other cards they did not know. This result gives me reason to 
believe that people might have ‘faked’ their knowledge for other items too, but that in 
general people were sincere about their knowledge and the lack of it. Hence, the card 
ranking assignment gives for the most part valid information. 
 
 

Consensus on high and low culture: Hierarchy and taste compared 
 
Before moving to the core of this chapter – the presentation of the average rankings in the 
cultural hierarchy, compared to the average taste rankings – I must include a note on 
coding. The easiest way to code rankings would have been to use the numbers 1 (the top 
position) to 30 (the bottom), or the reverse. However, the number of items that people 
know varies. The value ‘20’, for instance, would have an ambiguous meaning: for one 
person it would mean a two thirds position in the ranking, for the other the bottom of the 
list. Therefore, I recoded them into the percentiles in an individual’s complete ranking. 
The top item in each ranking is given the value 100, the bottom 0.  

The left columns of table 3.2 present the average hierarchy scores of all 
respondents (n = 77) ranked from high to low. It shows that the top-five consists of 
classical composers, who are followed by some items from chansons, jazz and classic 
rock. 38% of the respondents place Bach in the top position, 19% chooses Mozart, and 8% 
Vivaldi; in total 73% place an item from classical music on top. At the bottom of the 
ranking one finds some Dutch language singers, contemporary pop and rock acts, and 
country singer Dolly Parton. There is a little more dispersion at this side of the list. 23% 
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educated.120 Gender does not play a role in the level of knowledge; Céline Dion is the only 
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position) to 30 (the bottom), or the reverse. However, the number of items that people 
know varies. The value ‘20’, for instance, would have an ambiguous meaning: for one 
person it would mean a two thirds position in the ranking, for the other the bottom of the 
list. Therefore, I recoded them into the percentiles in an individual’s complete ranking. 
The top item in each ranking is given the value 100, the bottom 0.  

The left columns of table 3.2 present the average hierarchy scores of all 
respondents (n = 77) ranked from high to low. It shows that the top-five consists of 
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position Frans Bauer at the bottom, 18% Hazes, and 10% each 50 Cent and Britney 
Spears. 
 
Table 3.2. Mean hierarchy scores, compared with mean taste scores.  
  hierarchy (n = 77) taste (n = 85)* 

 
position  average

score 
standard
deviation 

position average 
score 

standard
deviation 

J.S. Bach  1  90.5 20.2 2 66.9  32.5
W.A. Mozart  2  88.7 17.6 4 64.2  30.7
A. Vivaldi  3  81.1 20.8 6 63.7  31.5
A. Schönberg**  4  80.8 14.4 12 57.6  31.0
Johann Strauss Jr  5  74.6 22.1 18 49.3  24.1
Jacques Brel  6  66.6 17.7 3 65.2  24.5
Ella Fitzgerald  7  65.5 19.4 9 60.2  23.8
The Beatles  8  64.1 19.4 1 69.7  22.2
Glenn Gould**  9  59.8 27.4 16 53.8  27.5
John Coltrane  10  59.3 21.8 8 62.0  23.6
Aretha Franklin  11  58.4 16.6 7 62.4  21.2
Wibi Soerjadi  12  55.9 25.6 20 41.5  23.3
Ramses Shaffy  13  54.1 18.2 17 52.3  23.9
Pink Floyd  14  53.5 19.7 15 54.3  27.9
Rolling Stones  15  53.0 20.4 11 57.9  26.0
Tori Amos**  16  49.3 22.8 14 54.7  27.4
Norah Jones  17  46.7 16.5 5 63.4  26.2
Radiohead**  18  41.9 25.5 10 59.3  36.3
ABBA  19  41.5 23.6 13 57.4  28.0
André Rieu  20  40.2 26.9 23 35.8  26.5
Céline Dion  21  36.0 18.9 21 41.1  27.9
Tiësto  22  30.4 20.6 22 37.2  31.0
Marco Borsato  23  27.6 18.9 19 41.5  29.8
Metallica  24  26.4 19.7 25 34.3  30.4
Dolly Parton  25  25.3 16.7 24 35.5  23.4
Britney Spears  26  19.6 15.2 28 27.6  22.9
50 Cent  27  17.4 15.2 27 31.1  27.0
André Hazes  28  15.9 18.9 26 32.7  29.2
Frans Bauer  29  13.5 19.6 29 24.9  25.9
*  The  taste  ranking which  excludes  the  respondents who  did  not  produce  a  hierarchy 
ranking  (hence, with n = 77)  shows only minor differences with  the  complete  sample’s 
ranking. 
**  The  four  items  that  less  than  half  of  the  respondents  know  are  printed  in  italics; 
Pirakovich is excluded. 
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These initial findings are in line with research in which high and low culture are defined a 
priori. However, after a closer look we see more nuances. First, classical musicians are 
much more dispersed than the composers are. André Rieu even ends up in the lower half 
of the hierarchy; apparently he is more associated with the lower educated people who like 
him than with the classical music he plays (he often plays Strauss, who is positioned much 
higher, on number 5). Second, popular music cannot easily be defined as low (or 
middlebrow) culture. Classic rock bands such as The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and Pink 
Floyd are ranked higher than contemporary items. Within contemporary music a divide 
appears between Tori Amos and Radiohead on the one hand and 50 Cent and Britney 
Spears on the other. The former are more often credited as being ‘alternative’, the latter as 
more ‘commercial’. 
 When we compare this hierarchy with the average taste ranking, on the right side 
of table 3.2, we see both differences and similarities. All items from classical music appear 
higher in the hierarchy than in the taste ranking, in which they are more dispersed. 42% 
like a classical music item most, particularly Bach (20%), who is preferred by more people 
than the item that has the highest mean score, The Beatles (7%). People on average like 
Bach, Mozart and Vivaldi very much, but the other composers and musicians who are 
ranked high in the hierarchy are positioned much lower in the taste list. A similar, yet 
smaller, effect can be seen with Ella Fitzgerald, Ramses Shaffy and Pink Floyd.122 In 
contrast, items such as The Beatles (number 1 on taste), Jacques Brel (3), and particularly 
Norah Jones (5) are liked much more than they are perceived as high culture. These strong 
differences show that many people can distinguish their own taste from their perception of 
a cultural hierarchy: they see classical music as high culture, whether they like it or not.  

Arie (LMM2) for instance, a 57-year-old bank employee, positions the composers 
in the lower half of his taste ranking (‘Look, they have some nice tracks, but it doesn’t say 
much to me’), but puts them in the top of his hierarchy: 
 

Johann Sebastian Bach, that’s high, I also saw Mozart somewhere, that’s also high I think. 
(…) Yes, I take what’s culture to me [he did not know the term ‘high culture’ as such], so 
that’s more classical. (…) Also what lasts, so to speak. 

 
In contrast to the upper half, however, in the lower half of the table the differences 
between taste and hierarchy are much smaller. Frans Bauer is both liked least and 
perceived as the lowest culture, and the other items at the bottom hardly change positions 
either. Apparently, most people consider their dislikes as low culture, whereas they do not 
necessarily perceive their likes as high culture. They distinguish ‘good’ from ‘high’, but 

                                                            
122 These differences become more visible when one excludes all classical music items from table 3.2. Ella 
Fitzgerald, for example, then jumps from number 6 in the taste ranking to number 2 in the hierarchy. 
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tend to see ‘bad’ and ‘low’ as one and the same. Rudolf (UOM1), a 66-year-old retired 
civil servant in the cultural sector, had positioned Bauer and Hazes at the bottom of his 
taste ranking, and even exaggerated his enthusiasm when defining them as low culture:123 
 

I should also decide what’s the very lowest culture? So I should send André Hazes to hell? 
Haha, he goes to hell, he’s the lowest in, er…, OK. Well, he must burn with Frans Bauer 
(…), André Rieu goes with them! 
 

There are also some lower educated respondents who perceive their own preferences as 
low culture, such as Jeroen in the beginning of this chapter and Rik (LYM4): ‘I guess I’d 
better turn it around, haha!’ Another example is 59-year-old Truus (LMF2), a retired 
homecare nurse, who moved down her favourite singer Frans Bauer severely when asked 
for the hierarchy, ending up on the sixth position from below: ‘I won’t put Frans on the 
lowest spot, come on!’ To her, Britney Spears is the ‘lowest’ culture. 

Not only does the average cultural hierarchy differ from the average taste rankings, 
there is also high consensus on this hierarchy. Personal tastes differ a lot – that is no 
surprise – but most respondents agree about classical music being high culture and Dutch 
language singers being low culture. The highest and lowest means in the hierarchy ranking 
are much closer to the maximum (100) and minimum (0) scores than the highest and 
lowest means in taste are: the hierarchy means range from 90.5 to 13.5, the taste means 
from 69.7 to 24.9. Also, the standard deviations124 are lower for hierarchy than for taste. 
The differences in dispersion can be visualised excellently with box plots.125 Figure 3.1 
contains the box plots of the upper and lower items of both rankings: Bach (highest 
culture), Frans Bauer (lowest culture and liked least), and – as a comparison – The Beatles 
(liked best). 

These plots show once again that, although the majority of respondents likes Bach 
and dislikes Bauer, the consensus on their positions as high and low culture respectively is 
much higher. 81% of the respondents places Bach in the upper 10% of the hierarchy. Only 
half of them (41% of all respondents) also place him in the upper 10% of their taste 
ranking; the rest (much) lower. Whether one likes Bach or not, his music is perceived as 
high culture. In contrast, the taste dispersion of The Beatles is smaller than Bach’s and 
Bauer’s, but there is less consensus on their position in the cultural hierarchy. 
 
                                                            
123 Rudolf also perceived his personal preferences and high culture as one and the same, except for Strauss, 
who appears much higher in his hierarchy than in his taste ranking. 
124 Formally, the dispersion of a ranking variable cannot be measured with the standard deviation, but it 
gives an illuminating picture anyway (cf. Van Heek et al. 1958: 323 n23). 
125 Box plots show both the position and dispersion of variables. The coloured block ranges from the 25th to 
the 75th percentile and hence consists of 50% of all observations; the horizontal line in the middle is the 
median (50th percentile). The vertical lines above and below the block indicate the observations within 1.5 
inter-quartile range from the block. Observations outside this range are considered outliers and are marked 
with identifying numbers. 
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Figure 3.1. Box plots of taste (left; n = 85) and hierarchy (right; n = 77) for J.S. Bach, Frans 
Bauer and The Beatles 
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Outliers and dispersion: Variations in the hierarchy 
 
Despite this high consensus on the upper and lower items in the hierarchy, there are some 
deviations to be explained. First, some respondents have an opposite view or do not 
understand the concept of cultural hierarchy at all. Furthermore, the dispersion of items in 
the middle of the list is much higher than at the extremes: for most people it is clear that 
Bach is high culture and Frans Bauer low culture, but what about items such as André 
Rieu or The Rolling Stones? This section discusses these deviations, dispersions and 
nuances, again in comparison with the taste rankings. 
 
 
High and low reversed: Deviant cases discussed 
 
The box plots in the previous section reveal some outliers who undermine the consensus. 
Not only do some respondents place Bach and/or Bauer somewhere in the middle of the 
hierarchy, three people even perceive an opposite hierarchy. Gerard (LMM3; nr. 11 in the 
figures), Robert (LOM4; nr. 33), and Greet (LMF3; nr. 35) – all three with an educational 
level lower than MBO – perceive Bach and other classical composers as low culture and 
Bauer and other Dutch language singers as high culture.126 They interpreted my 
question127 in a different way: according to them, high is what most people in Holland 
(particularly younger people) prefer. ‘There just are fewer people who like classical 
music’, is how Robert explains his low ranking of the composers. In the specific interview 
question on high and low culture, two of the outliers do have a view that is more or less in 
line with most respondents: Robert perceives beautifully made paintings and sculptures as 
high culture and mass production as low; Gerard sees high culture as incomprehensible art 
for art’s sake. However, these views do not come forward in their ranking of cards.  

The question is how to interpret these deviant cases within the larger picture. In the 
section on the practice of ranking I wrote that I sometimes interfered when people 
produced hierarchies that contradicted their own definitions, but apparently I was not 
consistent. If I would never have interfered, there would have been more deviant cases; 
and if I would have interfered more consistently, the consensus would have been higher. 
This closer look on the outliers gives me reason to believe that the consensus might have 
been higher when everyone would have understood the question correctly, in line with the 
previously asked definition. However, one of the three outliers did not know the concepts 
‘high’ and ‘low culture’, nor did several other respondents who did not rank the items at 

                                                            
126 In the case of Frans Bauer, Sonja (HYF3; nr. 32) is an outlier as well, but I consider that as a mistake: she 
is no outlier on most of the other items. 
127 Because Greet did not know the concepts high and low culture, I phrased the ranking question in terms of 
status. The other two were asked about high and low (culture). 
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all. Most of them were people with a low educational level. This group is 
underrepresented in the sample, both due to the comparative quota sample and to selective 
non-response (see chapter 2). Among a more random sample from the Dutch population, 
the knowledge of and consensus on cultural hierarchy would most probably have been less 
high.  

Therefore, the consensus on the perception of a cultural hierarchy must be 
downplayed. However, it is still highly relevant to study the smaller deviations among the 
people who do share a sense of high and low culture. In the remainder of this section I will 
investigate the dispersion of the items between the high and low extremes, and I will show 
how variations are related to educational level, age and gender. The three outliers 
discussed above will in some cases be excluded from analysis, in order to better grasp the 
variation among the majority. For example, if I had excluded them from table 3.2, the 
means of the upper and lower items would have become closer to 100 and 0 
respectively128, and the standard deviations would have become severely smaller (e.g., for 
Bach: 9.3 instead of 20.2). It would only slightly influence the actual ranking.129  
 
 
Is André Rieu high or low? High dispersion on specific items 
 
When one studies the standard deviations from the upper to the lower items without the 
three outlier respondents, the following picture emerges (figure 3.2). Figure 3.2 shows that 
the consensus is highest on the two items on the left (Bach and Mozart), followed by some 
other items at both extremes. In the middle of the hierarchy the standard deviations are 
much higher. This is in line with Van Heek’s findings in the 1950s on the ranking of 
occupations: doctors and university professors were almost unanimously seen as high 
status occupations, and deliverymen and market vendors as low status occupations, 
whereas consensus was far lower on military, religious and artistic occupations in the 
middle (Van Heek et al. 1958: 25-28). A similar figure on the standard deviations of the 
taste rankings (not included) does not give such a picture, but a more horizontal line with 
fluctuations. 

The four items with standard deviations over 25 are Glenn Gould and Radiohead, 
who both belong to the least known items, and well-known classical musicians André 
Rieu and Wibi Soerjadi. The latter two are even more dispersed on hierarchical perception 
than on taste, contrary to all other items.130 Apparently, regardless of people’s personal 
taste, their opinions differ whether these two musicians should be perceived as high or as 
low culture. The histogram on the left in figure 3.3 even shows that fewer respondents 

                                                            
128 Of course, studying medians rather than means would have given a similar picture. 
129 Only John Coltrane and Metallica would move up one step. 
130 In the case of Glenn Gould the standard deviations in both rankings are almost equal. 
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position Rieu in the middle category (41-60%) than in the two adjacent categories. This is 
not the case with any of the other items.  
 
Figure 3.2. Standard deviations of items in cultural hierarchy, according to rank, excluding 
the three outliers (n = 74) 

 
 
 
Figure  3.3.  Distribution  of  the  hierarchical  rankings  of  André  Rieu  (n  =  77)  and Wibi 
Soerjadi (n = 74). 

 
 

Cora (LYF5) explains her doubts on the position of Rieu: ‘This is a dubious one. 
You could see it as high because it is classical music, but at the same time I find it getting 
close to volks*.’ Koos (UMM3) thinks Rieu and Soerjadi perform a bridging function, just 
as Waldo de los Rios and James Last did before. He has learned to appreciate classical 
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music thanks to these intermediaries. People give different reasons for their doubts about 
Soerjadi. Louis (UMM4): ‘What he does is OK, I guess, but the image that he created of 
himself will not be swallowed by the highly skilled.’ This image leads to fierce reactions: 
‘That bloke has really lost his marbles! With those strange toys [Disney figures] in his 
house’ (Henny, UMF5). Some praise Soerjadi’s technical skills, but say at the same time 
that he ‘is acting a bit too popular’ (Ton, HMM4), his piano playing is too ‘superficial’ 
(Maria, HMF3) or ‘practiced’ (Marleen, HOF5), and his choice of works is ‘never 
exciting’ (Emiel, HOM2). The results of these reflections are different though: Maria 
eventually perceives Soerjadi as high culture (79); Henny as low culture (4). Chapter 7 on 
artistic criteria will dive more deeply into the diverging rationales of people’s rankings. 
 
 
The consecration of Bach: The role of educational level 
 
We know that the level of education is an important factor in explaining variations in 
cultural participation and cultural taste: higher educated people more often visit ‘high’ 
cultural institutions and like ‘higher’ (and also more) genres than lower educated people 
(see introduction). In this section, we will recognise similar differences in musical taste. 
But how does educational level influence the perceptions of cultural hierarchy? Do higher 
educated people perceive classical music as higher in the hierarchy than lower educated 
people do? Can the high dispersion of the items in the middle of the hierarchy be 
explained with education? In this section, I will use correlations to study the influence of 
education on these hierarchy rankings, as compared with the influence on taste. The level 
of education is coded in four categories, which has been explained more elaborately in 
chapter 2 (table 2.4; see also appendix 1): 
 

1. lower than MBO 
2. MBO, HAVO, MMS 
3. HBO, VWO, HBS 
4. university 

 
Table 3.3 presents the rank correlations (Spearman’s rho131) between educational level and 
the taste and hierarchy rankings per item. As the number of respondents is not high, 
particularly with less well-known items, only strong correlations are significant. The items 
are presented in the order of the mean hierarchy, as presented in table 3.1. 
 

                                                            
131 Spearman’s rho is used to correlate ordinal variables. Education is ordinal; the taste and hierarchy can be 
treated as such as they represent rankings. In the section on age (a scale variable) I use Pearson’s r. 
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Table 3.3. Spearman correlations between educational level and the rankings of taste and 
hierarchy.  (The  four  items  that  less  than  half  of  the  respondents  know  are  printed  in 
italics; fictitious Pirakovich is excluded.) 
items, ranked from 
high to low culture 

taste
(n = 85) 

hierarchy
(n = 77) 

J.S. Bach  .44*** .40***
W.A. Mozart  .37*** .30**
A. Vivaldi  .37** .13
A. Schönberg  .41** .21
Johann Strauss Jr  .02 ‐.14
Jacques Brel  .17 .18
Ella Fitzgerald  .18 .22
The Beatles  ‐.17 ‐.14
Glenn Gould  .42* .48**
John Coltrane  .11 .05
Aretha Franklin  ‐.06 .03
Wibi Soerjadi  ‐.10 ‐.19
Ramses Shaffy  .04 .10
Pink Floyd  .21 .09
Rolling Stones  .03 .08
Tori Amos  ‐.00 .01
Norah Jones  ‐.07 .21
Radiohead  .16 .23
ABBA  ‐.48*** ‐.33**
André Rieu  ‐.21 ‐.32**
Céline Dion  ‐.48*** ‐.22
Tiësto  .03 ‐.01
Marco Borsato  ‐.39*** ‐.16
Metallica  ‐.08 .07
Dolly Parton  ‐.11 .08
Britney Spears  ‐.04 .01
50 Cent  ‐.25 .00
André Hazes  ‐.18 ‐.15
Frans Bauer  ‐.38*** ‐.32**

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 

In the taste column on the left, we see that five items correlate positively with level 
of education, not surprisingly all from classical music: the three main composers (Bach, 
Mozart and Vivaldi) and the two less well-known items (Schönberg and Gould). We saw 
before that the latter two are better known among the higher educated; it is striking that 
within this small knowledgeable group education also plays a role in the appreciation. The 
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other items from classical music (Strauss, Rieu and Soerjadi132) do not correlate 
significantly with education133, nor do the items from jazz and chansons. Four items 
correlate negatively with education: two Dutch language singers (Bauer and Borsato, but 
not Hazes) and two commercial pop items (ABBA and Céline Dion).134  
 When we look at the perceived hierarchies in the right column, however, four of 
these nine correlations do not appear. The correlations that do remain – though most of 
them less strong – are with Bach, Mozart, and Gould (positively), and with ABBA and 
Bauer (negatively). Furthermore, in the hierarchy André Rieu also correlates negatively 
with educational level. Apparently, the large dispersion that we saw in figure 3.3 is partly 
caused by the fact that lower educated people, without significantly liking him more, 
perceive this violinist as higher on the status ladder (they probably see Rieu as an 
exponent of classical music) than higher educated people do (who perceive Rieu as music 
for the common people).  

These correlations are partially caused by the three previously identified outliers, 
who perceived an opposite hierarchy: all three had an education lower than MBO. If these 
three respondents are excluded from analysis, the significant correlations get weaker, but 
they do not disappear, except for Mozart.135 Hence, even in the low dispersions of the top 
and bottom items – the high consensus on Bach as high culture and Bauer as low culture – 
there is variation that can be explained with level of education, regardless of the 
outliers.136 At the top of the hierarchy, this can be explained with the explicit consecration 
of Bach as the most important composer by the (higher educated) classical music lovers, 
whereas the (lower educated) non-connoisseurs often group all composers together or rank 
them randomly. On the other hand, most of the larger dispersions in the middle cannot be 
explained with education. Perhaps it is age that matters. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
132 Soerjadi is the only item where parents’ education plays a role: he is significantly liked less by upwardly 
mobile people than by the higher educated with higher educated parents. 
133 However, in Bourdieu’s study (1984: 17), Strauss’ Blue Danube was clearly more appreciated by the 
lower and lower-middle classes. 
134 An Anova analysis, which compares means per category, shows some more significant effects with items 
that are less linearly distributed: André Hazes and 50 Cent are liked most by MBO educated people and 
André Rieu by people with less than MBO. The F values are 4.4, 3.3, and 5.4 respectively (p < .01; for 50 
Cent p < .05). This could be an age effect: in my sample people with less than MBO are older. 
135 Because Spearman’s rho is a rank correlation, outliers do not influence the outcomes much anyway. 
136 An Anova analysis shows more significant effects than correlations do, but most of these disappear when 
the three outliers are excluded. The significant effects that remain are with Bach, Rieu (both linearly), 
Strauss (perceived as higher culture by MBO and HBO educated people), and Ramses Shaffy (perceived as 
higher by MBO and university educated people). The F values are 3.5, 3.4, 3.1, and 4.2 respectively (p < .05; 
for Shaffy p < .01). 
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Table 3.3. Spearman correlations between educational level and the rankings of taste and 
hierarchy.  (The  four  items  that  less  than  half  of  the  respondents  know  are  printed  in 
italics; fictitious Pirakovich is excluded.) 
items, ranked from 
high to low culture 

taste
(n = 85) 

hierarchy
(n = 77) 

J.S. Bach  .44*** .40***
W.A. Mozart  .37*** .30**
A. Vivaldi  .37** .13
A. Schönberg  .41** .21
Johann Strauss Jr  .02 ‐.14
Jacques Brel  .17 .18
Ella Fitzgerald  .18 .22
The Beatles  ‐.17 ‐.14
Glenn Gould  .42* .48**
John Coltrane  .11 .05
Aretha Franklin  ‐.06 .03
Wibi Soerjadi  ‐.10 ‐.19
Ramses Shaffy  .04 .10
Pink Floyd  .21 .09
Rolling Stones  .03 .08
Tori Amos  ‐.00 .01
Norah Jones  ‐.07 .21
Radiohead  .16 .23
ABBA  ‐.48*** ‐.33**
André Rieu  ‐.21 ‐.32**
Céline Dion  ‐.48*** ‐.22
Tiësto  .03 ‐.01
Marco Borsato  ‐.39*** ‐.16
Metallica  ‐.08 .07
Dolly Parton  ‐.11 .08
Britney Spears  ‐.04 .01
50 Cent  ‐.25 .00
André Hazes  ‐.18 ‐.15
Frans Bauer  ‐.38*** ‐.32**

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 

In the taste column on the left, we see that five items correlate positively with level 
of education, not surprisingly all from classical music: the three main composers (Bach, 
Mozart and Vivaldi) and the two less well-known items (Schönberg and Gould). We saw 
before that the latter two are better known among the higher educated; it is striking that 
within this small knowledgeable group education also plays a role in the appreciation. The 
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other items from classical music (Strauss, Rieu and Soerjadi132) do not correlate 
significantly with education133, nor do the items from jazz and chansons. Four items 
correlate negatively with education: two Dutch language singers (Bauer and Borsato, but 
not Hazes) and two commercial pop items (ABBA and Céline Dion).134  
 When we look at the perceived hierarchies in the right column, however, four of 
these nine correlations do not appear. The correlations that do remain – though most of 
them less strong – are with Bach, Mozart, and Gould (positively), and with ABBA and 
Bauer (negatively). Furthermore, in the hierarchy André Rieu also correlates negatively 
with educational level. Apparently, the large dispersion that we saw in figure 3.3 is partly 
caused by the fact that lower educated people, without significantly liking him more, 
perceive this violinist as higher on the status ladder (they probably see Rieu as an 
exponent of classical music) than higher educated people do (who perceive Rieu as music 
for the common people).  

These correlations are partially caused by the three previously identified outliers, 
who perceived an opposite hierarchy: all three had an education lower than MBO. If these 
three respondents are excluded from analysis, the significant correlations get weaker, but 
they do not disappear, except for Mozart.135 Hence, even in the low dispersions of the top 
and bottom items – the high consensus on Bach as high culture and Bauer as low culture – 
there is variation that can be explained with level of education, regardless of the 
outliers.136 At the top of the hierarchy, this can be explained with the explicit consecration 
of Bach as the most important composer by the (higher educated) classical music lovers, 
whereas the (lower educated) non-connoisseurs often group all composers together or rank 
them randomly. On the other hand, most of the larger dispersions in the middle cannot be 
explained with education. Perhaps it is age that matters. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
132 Soerjadi is the only item where parents’ education plays a role: he is significantly liked less by upwardly 
mobile people than by the higher educated with higher educated parents. 
133 However, in Bourdieu’s study (1984: 17), Strauss’ Blue Danube was clearly more appreciated by the 
lower and lower-middle classes. 
134 An Anova analysis, which compares means per category, shows some more significant effects with items 
that are less linearly distributed: André Hazes and 50 Cent are liked most by MBO educated people and 
André Rieu by people with less than MBO. The F values are 4.4, 3.3, and 5.4 respectively (p < .01; for 50 
Cent p < .05). This could be an age effect: in my sample people with less than MBO are older. 
135 Because Spearman’s rho is a rank correlation, outliers do not influence the outcomes much anyway. 
136 An Anova analysis shows more significant effects than correlations do, but most of these disappear when 
the three outliers are excluded. The significant effects that remain are with Bach, Rieu (both linearly), 
Strauss (perceived as higher culture by MBO and HBO educated people), and Ramses Shaffy (perceived as 
higher by MBO and university educated people). The F values are 3.5, 3.4, 3.1, and 4.2 respectively (p < .05; 
for Shaffy p < .01). 
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The canonisation of classical rock: The role of age 
 
Table 3.4. Pearson correlations between age and the rankings of taste and hierarchy. (The 
four items that less than half of the respondents know are printed in italics; Pirakovich is 
excluded.) 
items from high  
to low culture 

taste
(n = 85) 

hierarchy
(n = 77) 

J.S. Bach  .44*** .04
W.A. Mozart  .48*** ‐.11
A. Vivaldi  .45*** .03
A. Schönberg  .22 .03
Johann Strauss Jr  .47*** ‐.19
Jacques Brel  .08 ‐.10
Ella Fitzgerald  ‐.11 ‐.30*
The Beatles  ‐.29** ‐.29*
Glenn Gould  .20 ‐.12
John Coltrane  ‐.01 .13
Aretha Franklin  ‐.15 ‐.22
Wibi Soerjadi  .51*** .15
Ramses Shaffy  .07 ‐.32**
Pink Floyd  ‐.31** ‐.35**
Rolling Stones  ‐.41*** ‐.45***
Tori Amos  ‐.40* ‐.42*
Norah Jones  ‐.35** ‐.09
Radiohead  ‐.48** ‐.46**
ABBA  ‐.02 ‐.02
André Rieu  .22* ‐.08
Céline Dion  .12 .23
Tiësto  ‐.38** ‐.01
Marco Borsato  ‐.35** .13
Metallica  ‐.43** ‐.24
Dolly Parton  ‐.15 ‐.26*
Britney Spears  ‐.38** .13
50 Cent  ‐.51*** ‐.24
André Hazes  ‐.50*** ‐.05
Frans Bauer  ‐.11 .06
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 
As explained in the first two chapters, age – or rather: year of birth – plays an important 
role in musical taste too. Again, the question is whether it is also a relevant factor in 
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perceived hierarchies. Table 3.4 shows the significant Pearson correlations between age on 
the one hand and the taste and hierarchy rankings on the other.  

With no less than eighteen items the taste rankings correlate significantly with age. 
Six classical music items are liked more by older people. In the previous section, we saw 
that most of these are also liked more by the higher educated, but there are some 
differences: Strauss, Soerjadi and Rieu (often perceived as more accessible) only correlate 
with age; Gould and Schönberg (more complex) only with education. The hierarchical 
perceptions of these classical items do not correlate with age, as opposed to education. The 
scatter plot and Loess regression curve137 in figure 3.4 for instance shows that Bach is 
perceived as high culture (green dots and curve) by people from all ages, whereas the 
position in the taste ranking (blue dots and curve) rises with age.  

The opposite is true, though less linear, for the Dutch language singers André 
Hazes (figure 3.5) and Marco Borsato (not included): they are liked more by younger 
people, but people from all ages perceive them as low culture. There is no age effect with 
Frans Bauer. 

As expected, most popular music items are liked more by younger people. Even 
with the items that are not well-known among older people, such as Radiohead and 50 
Cent, there is a strong age effect among the people who do know them. However, younger 
people perceive only some of these items as higher in the hierarchy than older people do. 
With the pop items that are often regarded as relatively more commercial (50 Cent, 
Britney Spears, Tiësto, Metallica and Norah Jones) the correlations with age that existed in 
the taste rankings do not appear in the hierarchy. There is a consensus among all ages on 
their low (or intermediate) cultural status, regardless of people’s own taste. The 
correlations between age and hierarchy do remain and sometimes even become stronger 
with the more classic (Beatles, Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd) and alternative pop/rock items 
(Radiohead, Tori Amos). Younger people perceive this music as relatively high culture 
and thus make distinctions within popular music, whereas older people tend to perceive all 
pop items as low culture. Radiohead, for instance, was placed very high by some. Ronald 
(UYM4) explains its number one position, just above Bach, with the band’s innovative 
character (see also chapter 7):  
 

There are only a few bands that have innovated and changed music and that gave it such a 
personal feel and artistic dimension, so I don’t think it’s unreasonable to put it next to 
someone like Bach. Because in our time they have been pioneering. 

 
 

                                                            
137 The lines in the scatter plots are Loess lines (‘locally weighted scatterplot smoothing’), which give a more 
accurate image of the distribution than linear (or parametric) regression does. 
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perceived hierarchies. Table 3.4 shows the significant Pearson correlations between age on 
the one hand and the taste and hierarchy rankings on the other.  

With no less than eighteen items the taste rankings correlate significantly with age. 
Six classical music items are liked more by older people. In the previous section, we saw 
that most of these are also liked more by the higher educated, but there are some 
differences: Strauss, Soerjadi and Rieu (often perceived as more accessible) only correlate 
with age; Gould and Schönberg (more complex) only with education. The hierarchical 
perceptions of these classical items do not correlate with age, as opposed to education. The 
scatter plot and Loess regression curve137 in figure 3.4 for instance shows that Bach is 
perceived as high culture (green dots and curve) by people from all ages, whereas the 
position in the taste ranking (blue dots and curve) rises with age.  

The opposite is true, though less linear, for the Dutch language singers André 
Hazes (figure 3.5) and Marco Borsato (not included): they are liked more by younger 
people, but people from all ages perceive them as low culture. There is no age effect with 
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As expected, most popular music items are liked more by younger people. Even 
with the items that are not well-known among older people, such as Radiohead and 50 
Cent, there is a strong age effect among the people who do know them. However, younger 
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and thus make distinctions within popular music, whereas older people tend to perceive all 
pop items as low culture. Radiohead, for instance, was placed very high by some. Ronald 
(UYM4) explains its number one position, just above Bach, with the band’s innovative 
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personal feel and artistic dimension, so I don’t think it’s unreasonable to put it next to 
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137 The lines in the scatter plots are Loess lines (‘locally weighted scatterplot smoothing’), which give a more 
accurate image of the distribution than linear (or parametric) regression does. 
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Figure  3.4  and  3.5.  Scatter  plots  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and 
hierarchy rankings (y‐axis) for J.S. Bach and André Hazes 
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Figure  3.6  and  3.7.  Scatter  plots  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and 
hierarchy rankings (y‐axis) for Britney Spears and The Rolling Stones 
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This difference between commercial and classic/alternative pop items is illustrated in 
figure 3.6 (Britney Spears) and 3.7 (Rolling Stones). The latter also shows the non-linear 
distribution: only respondents older than 60 like this band less and perceive it as lower 
culture. 

Furthermore, with three items age only correlates with hierarchy and not with taste: 
jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald, country singer Dolly Parton, and particularly Dutch 
chansonnier Ramses Shaffy. Younger people perceive them as ‘higher culture’ than older 
people do, without liking them more. Shaffy is even liked less by younger people, as 
figure 3.8 shows: the Loess curves of taste and hierarchy intersect twice. The youngest 
respondent, Noortje (UYF4; 24 years old), finds Shaffy ‘terrible, because my grandfather 
used to be a big fan’, but ranks him higher in her hierarchy: ‘You belong there too, 
unfortunately.’ 60-year-old Karin (UMF4), on the other hand, found Shaffy ‘terrific’ in her 
youth, but does not perceive him as high culture:  
 

What will survive in eternity, that’s what it’s about. I think. Well, eternity is a big word, but 
what proofs itself in fifty years from now. And then he does not belong in that group. It will 
gradually shift. In fifty years he is not known anymore. 

 
Figure  3.8.  Scatter  plot  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and  hierarchy 
rankings  (y‐axis)  for  Ramses  Shaffy.  The  taste  (t)  and  hierarchy  (h)  rankings  of 
respondents Noortje  (UYF4)  and  Karin  (UMF4)  are  labelled  (they  are  the  dots  directly 
above the labels).  
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These three singers and the classic pop/rock bands were most productive before the 
youngest respondents were born. Schmutz (2005) showed that older pop albums have a 
higher chance to be included in an all-time list by critics and other professionals138, but, 
apparently, it is mainly younger people who are receptive to this ‘retrospective 
consecration’ of the music from their parents’ youth. It takes some distance to canonise 
music.  
 
 
The irrelevance of gender 
 
In contrast to age and education, gender does not play a role in the taste rankings, nor in 
the hierarchies. Comparing means only reveals three significant differences, presented in 
table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5. Average taste and hierarchy rankings for men and women. 
  men women
Tori Amos: taste  42.0 64.0*
Pink Floyd: taste  63.4 46.3**
Johann Strauss Jr: hierarchy  66.8 82.1**
* p < .05; ** p < .01, as compared to men (Anova test) 
 
On the one hand, this lack of gender differences is no surprise. Previous research has 
shown there are few gender differences in musical taste, compared with narrative fields 
such as film or literature (e.g. Bennett et al. 2009; see introduction). On the other hand, it 
is striking that the gender difference for Pink Floyd does not appear for other rock bands, 
such as Radiohead or The Rolling Stones. Tori Amos is probably liked more by women 
because she often sings about feminine issues, but it is a surprise that some other (female) 
singers, such as Norah Jones, are not liked more by women too. Finally, I do not have an 
explanation for the hierarchy difference with Strauss, who is ranked closer to the other 
composers by women than by men, whereas there is no significant taste difference. 
 
 
High culture as the old higher educated’s taste  
 
Putting everything together, we see that the average hierarchy that most people perceive 
closely resembles the taste ranking of older, higher educated people. Younger, lower 

                                                            
138 US magazine Rolling Stone’s ‘500 Greatest Albums of All Time’, published in 2003. 
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138 US magazine Rolling Stone’s ‘500 Greatest Albums of All Time’, published in 2003. 
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educated people have an entirely different taste, but perceive a similar hierarchy. Table 3.6 
illustrates this by showing the top-5 and bottom-5 items in taste and hierarchy of the two 
most contrasting groups. There are some differences in the exact order of the composers 
and of the pop and Dutch artists, but the general tendency is the same. Only included are 
the items that more than half of the respondents in the particular group know. Therefore, 
the rankings of higher educated old people consist of 21 items, against 24 for the lower 
educated young people. 
 
Table 3.6. Top‐5 and bottom‐5 taste and hierarchy rankings of two groups. Classical music 
items are printed in bold; Dutch language singers in italics. 
Higher educated* old people (< 1945) Lower educated* young people (‘65‐‘85)
Taste (n = 16)  Hierarchy (n = 14) Taste (n = 10) Hierarchy (n = 9) 
1. Bach  1. Bach  1. Norah Jones 1. Mozart 
2. Mozart  2. Mozart  2. Aretha Franklin 2. Strauss 
3. Vivaldi  3. Vivaldi  3. Marco Borsato 3. Bach 
4. Schönberg  4. Schönberg 4. ABBA 4. Vivaldi 
5. Glenn Gould  5. Strauss  5. André Hazes 5. Beatles 
…  …  … …
17. Dolly Parton  17. Marco Borsato 20. Jacques Brel 20. Marco Borsato
18. Marco Borsato 18. Dolly Parton 21. Strauss 21. 50 Cent 
19. Britney Spears  19. Britney Spears 22. Bach 22. André Hazes 
20. Frans Bauer  20. André Hazes 23. Vivaldi 23. Frans Bauer 
21. André Hazes  21. Frans Bauer 24. Mozart 24. Britney Spears
*High = HBO and university; low = MBO and below. 
 
This can also be shown by comparing the mean deviations between taste and hierarchy of 
the different age and education groups. I developed a measure that – for each respondent – 
divides the mean difference between the items in the taste and hierarchy rankings by the 
number of items a respondent ranked. This ‘deviation measure’ results in a score with a 
minimum of 0 (no differences) and a maximum of 0.5 (e.g., upside down).139 The 
deviation is higher for younger people (Pearson’s r is -0.60; p < .001) and lower educated 
people (Spearman’s rho is -0.33; p < .01). Table 3.7 shows the mean deviation measures of 
the nine different age and education groups. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
139 The actual scores range from 0 (four respondents) to 0.45. 
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Table 3.7. Mean ‘deviation measures’ per age/education group 
group  N  mean st.dev.
university, old  5  .03 .03
university, middle‐aged  9  .16 .11
university, young  10  .18 .07

 
HBO, old  8  .10 .07
HBO, middle‐aged  8  .14 .07
HBO, young  10  .26 .11

 
lower ed., old  8  .15 .05
lower ed., middle‐aged  9  .23 .09
lower ed., young  9  .37 .10

 
TOTAL  76  .19 .12
 
 

Conclusion: A persisting but changing cultural hierarchy 
 
The alternative method of ranking items hierarchically and comparing the outcomes with 
people’s taste rankings teaches us that most people – apart from three lower educated 
respondents and some people who did not know the concepts ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ – 
recognise a cultural hierarchy, which often differs from their personal taste. Furthermore, 
in broad strokes there is consensus on the nature of this hierarchy, despite significant taste 
differences. Particularly the high position of classical music and the low position of certain 
Dutch language music and some contemporary pop acts is hardly debated.  
 Apparently, the cultural hierarchy that Bourdieu (1984) once described, and which 
some scholars take as their starting point for research, seems to persist. Even the lower 
educated with opposite tastes do not produce an opposite ranking, but recognise this 
hierarchy. This is also in line with Bourdieu, who assumed that people from the working 
classes recognise the dominant hierarchy, and hence their own inferior (dominated) 
position in this hierarchy (1984: 372-396). Thanks to this overall acceptance of the 
hierarchy, it is being reproduced over and over again. My research contributed to this 
knowledge by explicitly separating people’s tastes and distinctive practices from their 
hierarchical perceptions. Although many people perceive their dislikes as low culture, they 
do distinguish what’s good from what’s high. These findings stand in contrast with 
present-day notions of the blurring or even disappearing of high-low boundaries: these 
perhaps lose their relevance to people, but the hierarchy is still known. 
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educated people have an entirely different taste, but perceive a similar hierarchy. Table 3.6 
illustrates this by showing the top-5 and bottom-5 items in taste and hierarchy of the two 
most contrasting groups. There are some differences in the exact order of the composers 
and of the pop and Dutch artists, but the general tendency is the same. Only included are 
the items that more than half of the respondents in the particular group know. Therefore, 
the rankings of higher educated old people consist of 21 items, against 24 for the lower 
educated young people. 
 
Table 3.6. Top‐5 and bottom‐5 taste and hierarchy rankings of two groups. Classical music 
items are printed in bold; Dutch language singers in italics. 
Higher educated* old people (< 1945) Lower educated* young people (‘65‐‘85)
Taste (n = 16)  Hierarchy (n = 14) Taste (n = 10) Hierarchy (n = 9) 
1. Bach  1. Bach  1. Norah Jones 1. Mozart 
2. Mozart  2. Mozart  2. Aretha Franklin 2. Strauss 
3. Vivaldi  3. Vivaldi  3. Marco Borsato 3. Bach 
4. Schönberg  4. Schönberg 4. ABBA 4. Vivaldi 
5. Glenn Gould  5. Strauss  5. André Hazes 5. Beatles 
…  …  … …
17. Dolly Parton  17. Marco Borsato 20. Jacques Brel 20. Marco Borsato
18. Marco Borsato 18. Dolly Parton 21. Strauss 21. 50 Cent 
19. Britney Spears  19. Britney Spears 22. Bach 22. André Hazes 
20. Frans Bauer  20. André Hazes 23. Vivaldi 23. Frans Bauer 
21. André Hazes  21. Frans Bauer 24. Mozart 24. Britney Spears
*High = HBO and university; low = MBO and below. 
 
This can also be shown by comparing the mean deviations between taste and hierarchy of 
the different age and education groups. I developed a measure that – for each respondent – 
divides the mean difference between the items in the taste and hierarchy rankings by the 
number of items a respondent ranked. This ‘deviation measure’ results in a score with a 
minimum of 0 (no differences) and a maximum of 0.5 (e.g., upside down).139 The 
deviation is higher for younger people (Pearson’s r is -0.60; p < .001) and lower educated 
people (Spearman’s rho is -0.33; p < .01). Table 3.7 shows the mean deviation measures of 
the nine different age and education groups. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
139 The actual scores range from 0 (four respondents) to 0.45. 
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Table 3.7. Mean ‘deviation measures’ per age/education group 
group  N  mean st.dev.
university, old  5  .03 .03
university, middle‐aged  9  .16 .11
university, young  10  .18 .07

 
HBO, old  8  .10 .07
HBO, middle‐aged  8  .14 .07
HBO, young  10  .26 .11

 
lower ed., old  8  .15 .05
lower ed., middle‐aged  9  .23 .09
lower ed., young  9  .37 .10

 
TOTAL  76  .19 .12
 
 

Conclusion: A persisting but changing cultural hierarchy 
 
The alternative method of ranking items hierarchically and comparing the outcomes with 
people’s taste rankings teaches us that most people – apart from three lower educated 
respondents and some people who did not know the concepts ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ – 
recognise a cultural hierarchy, which often differs from their personal taste. Furthermore, 
in broad strokes there is consensus on the nature of this hierarchy, despite significant taste 
differences. Particularly the high position of classical music and the low position of certain 
Dutch language music and some contemporary pop acts is hardly debated.  
 Apparently, the cultural hierarchy that Bourdieu (1984) once described, and which 
some scholars take as their starting point for research, seems to persist. Even the lower 
educated with opposite tastes do not produce an opposite ranking, but recognise this 
hierarchy. This is also in line with Bourdieu, who assumed that people from the working 
classes recognise the dominant hierarchy, and hence their own inferior (dominated) 
position in this hierarchy (1984: 372-396). Thanks to this overall acceptance of the 
hierarchy, it is being reproduced over and over again. My research contributed to this 
knowledge by explicitly separating people’s tastes and distinctive practices from their 
hierarchical perceptions. Although many people perceive their dislikes as low culture, they 
do distinguish what’s good from what’s high. These findings stand in contrast with 
present-day notions of the blurring or even disappearing of high-low boundaries: these 
perhaps lose their relevance to people, but the hierarchy is still known. 
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 Although the perception of cultural hierarchy persists, the exact ranking is not set 
in stone. Young people perceive popular music items from a recent past as higher on the 
ladder than older people do, sometimes even higher than the people who like these items 
do. New forms of culture can become canonised after a few decades, with younger 
generations as key actors. Although this research is not longitudinal and we must be 
careful with interpreting age differences as changes, the findings suggest that a similar 
research in the 1940s would have resulted in a significant lower position of jazz. Similarly, 
a repetition of this research a few decades from now might result in a higher position of 
then ‘classic’ rapper 50 Cent. Along with their ageing and the entry of new generations, 
the exact nature of the hierarchy will continuously change, without losing its general 
principle. This is something different than the blurring of high and low. Defining these 
domains with strict boundaries does not help us understand the (changing) nature of 
cultural taste and participation. 
 These findings leave us with some essential questions. First, if the hierarchy 
continues to exist but changes in its exact composition, what logics do people apply to 
define this hierarchy? Do they gradually replace the classic criteria of good art with the 
modern ones, which emerged in the nineteenth century? This would explain the 
distinctions between ‘alternative’ and ‘commercial’ pop items in the individual 
hierarchies. Or does the slow canonisation of classical pop music follow the same 
principal of aging: high culture consists of the items that have survived the ages? A more 
obvious explanation would be that people simply apply a social logic to their rankings: if 
the higher educated start liking new genres, this music automatically rises on the ladder. 
These options will be discussed in chapter 7 on artistic criteria. 
 A second set of questions, on the actual meaning people attach to their rankings, is 
the subject of the next two chapters. The quantitative part of my research shows that 
people are able to rank items in a certain way when they are asked for it explicitly; when 
they are put in a template that was presupposed by the researcher. However, the perception 
and definition of cultural hierarchy do not necessarily result in acceptance. Knowing is 
something different than agreeing. A significant number of respondents only executed the 
ranking assignment under protest, after having rejected the concepts ‘high culture’ and 
‘low culture’ in the previous interview question. How do they reconcile this perception 
with their opinion? And are people’s hierarchical practices different from their 
perceptions, too? For instance, does lower educated people’s self-positioning on the lower 
half of the ladder result in resistance or resentment, or do they happily accept their 
allegedly inferior position? Do the older higher educated, who perceive their own taste as 
high culture, also easily distinguish from ‘lower’ tastes, or is this relation not so strict? The 
next chapter will deal with both hierarchical and anti-hierarchical narratives, after which 
chapter 5 looks at the people who combine both narratives or do not use either. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Distinction or not?  
Hierarchical versus egalitarian narratives 

 
 
An important question that rises after chapter 3 is whether the recognised cultural 
hierarchy actually plays a role in people’s lives, or, more particularly, in their narrative on 
their and others’ cultural taste. To begin with, the words ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ as 
such are rarely mentioned. Only ten out of ninety respondents use such terms in the 
interview before the concepts are introduced by me in one of the last questions. They all 
but one have a high education, particularly university (six). Only one of them says ‘high 
culture’ literally; the others use the adjective ‘highly cultural’, the comparative or 
superlative degrees ‘higher culture’ or ‘highest culture’, or the English term ‘highbrow’. 
The term ‘low culture’ and derivatives are never brought up. Furthermore, the few people 
who indeed use these terms are not necessarily in favour of them. 
 Five of these ten respondents use the term in a neutral sense in relation to the taste 
of bank managers or writers, two of the occupations I asked specific questions about:  
 

Well, the stereotype of course is that bank managers like higher culture and visit the theatre, 
and, er, like classical music, and er, films I don’t know, that’s not related. No. It’s rather the 
higher culture. Liking the right books, by the best writers. (Monique, HYF5) 

 
This question on occupations was introduced by me in order to bring in (fractions of) 
social classes, so it is no wonder that this is a good opportunity to begin speaking in 
hierarchical terms. Others use comparable expressions in relation to the taste of these two 
occupations, such as ‘good taste’, ‘higher stuff’, or ‘high-flown’.  
 However, people more often use the term to describe culture they do not like than 
for things liked. Charles (HOM3), for instance, is a jazz lover, but: 
 

Sometimes there are forms… someone like Thelonious Monk, who plays somewhat more 
experimental, complex music. Sometimes better, sometimes less, but it can be too 
experimental to me, or too highbrow, for the initiates, which I’m not. (...) When it gets too 
complicated, not that I don’t like it, but... apparently if it gets too a-melodic, I have more 
problems with it. 

 
Charles places high culture above himself; apparently he perceives himself as inferior in 
this respect. However, using these terms does not inevitably imply approval of cultural 
hierarchy. The upwardly mobile Inge (UYF3) uses it to describe the culture she did not 


